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Record high of 601 patients waiting in A&E as crisis grips England

Hospital congestion in Victoria revealed in shocking new photos at Frankston Hospital

The Gloucestershire Royal Hospital is one of the hospitals that has declared a major incident.

Major incidents remain at hospitals across England as staff...
Education in a busy NHS
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Hutton et al, Lancet, 1964
Education in a busy NHS

Why can’t we change this?
Why do I constantly hear ‘we’re too busy’?

Community & Psychiatry posts – the NHS 5-year plan – what we talked about yesterday!!
Education in a busy NHS

This session:

- Stories from Poole & Portsmouth
- Workshops: ‘Are education & heavy workload incompatible?’
  - 2 things that could be differently in your specialty
  - What questions should we be asking about this at visits etc?
- Feedback